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We report on a computer simulation of the radiationless energy transfer 1b etween Mn2+_ions in the semimagnetic semiconductor Cd 1~Mn~Te.The model was applied to explain the photoluminescence properties in this material and in other II-VI-seniiconductors with high manganese concentration, which were investigated by cw-and pulsed excitation. starts with the excitation of a random active lattice point x. After an internal time interval :t the excitation either decays with a certain probability W by photon emission or is transfered to a random neighboring active lattice point x' -If it has to step op in energy, the transition probability is egual to exp eFe(5~, if it steps down, the transition lKBTp robability is one. This procedure is repeated ontil the excitation decays radiatively with energy E(x' ) after n time intervals rt. After 500 ggg excitations the time resolved spectrum is deterrsined from [(x') and n, which is egoivalent to the delay time in the time resolved luminescence experiment.
The spectra depend on temperature and delay time. This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
